Successful actions and interactions in the complex environments we inhabit entail making fast and optimal perceptual decisions. Extracting the key features from our sensory experiences and deciding how to interpret them is a computationally challenging task that is far from understood. Accumulating evidence suggests that the brain may solve this challenge by combining sensory information and previous knowledge about the environment acquired through evolution, development, and everyday experience. Here, we review the role of visual learning and experience-dependent plasticity in shaping decisions. We propose that learning plays an important role in translating sensory experiences to decisions and actions by shaping neural representations across cortical circuits in a task-dependent manner.
Introduction
Successful everyday actions rely on the brain extracting a robust estimate of the current state of the environment given noisy sensory signals and judging the rewards and risks associated with a particular decision (Platt & Huettel, 2008; Rushworth & Behrens, 2008; Schultz et al., 2008; Yu & Dayan, 2005) . Recent theoretical and experimental work suggests ways that the primate brain meets this challenge by taking into account knowledge from previous experience (Daw & Doya, 2006; Sutton & Barto, 1998) . Here, we focus on the role of learning in shaping processes related to the detection of objects in cluttered scenes and their assignment to meaningful categories. We propose that the brain learns to exploit flexibly the statistics of the environment, extract the image features relevant for perceptual decisions and assign objects into meaningful categories in an adaptive manner.
Learning to detect targets in cluttered scenes
The ability to detect and identify targets in cluttered scenes is a skill critical for many of our interactions in the complex environments we inhabit: identifying predators and prey in natural scenes, recognizing friends in the crowd, detecting objects in medical or security images. Evolution and development have been proposed to shape the organization of the visual system and facilitate visual recognition in cluttered scenes (Gilbert, Sigman, & Crist, 2001; Simoncelli & Olshausen, 2001 ). For example, recent studies suggest that regularities (e.g. orientation similarity for neighboring elements) are characteristic of natural scenes and the primate brain has developed a network of connections that mediate integration of features based on these correlations (Geisler, Perry, Super, & Gallogly, 2001; Gilbert, 1992; Sigman, Cecchi, Gilbert, & Magnasco, 2001 ).
However, learning through everyday experiences has also been shown to be a key facilitator in the detection and recognition of targets in cluttered scenes (Brady & Kersten, 2003; Dosher & Lu, 1998; Gilbert, Sigman, & Crist, 2001; Gold, Bennett, & Sekuler, 1999; Goldstone, 1998; Kovacs, Kozma, Feher, & Benedek, 1999; Schyns, Goldstone, & Thibaut, 1998; Sigman & Gilbert, 2000) by enhancing the integration of relevant object features and their segmentation from clutter. For example, observers are shown to learn distinctive target features by using image regularities in natural scenes more efficiently and by suppressing background noise (Brady & Kersten, 2003; Dosher & Lu, 1998; Eckstein, Abbey, Pham, & Shimozaki, 2004; Gold et al., 1999; Li, Levi, & Klein, 2004) . In particular, learning has been suggested to enhance the correlations between neurons responding to the features of target patterns while de-correlating neural responses to target and background patterns. As a result, redundancy in the physical input is reduced and target salience is enhanced (Jagadeesh, Chelazzi, Mishkin, & Desimone, 2001 ) supporting efficient detection and identification of objects in cluttered scenes (Barlow, 1990) . Further, our recent behavioral studies show that short-term experience in adulthood may modify the behavioral relevance (i.e. utility) of atypical contour statistics for the interpretation of natural scenes (Schwarzkopf & Kourtzi, 2008) . In particular, observers learn to use discontinuities typically associated with surface boundaries (orthogonal alignments) for contour linking and detection, suggesting flexible learning for perceptual decisions (Fig. 1) .
Neural signatures of visual learning in the primate brain
Recent computational work proposes that learning may occur across different stages of visual analysis from orientation detectors in the primary visual cortex to occipitotemporal neurons tuned to object parts and views (Poggio & Edelman, 1990; Riesenhuber & Poggio, 2000; Wallis & Rolls, 1997) . Numerous behavioral studies have shown learning-dependent changes in the processing of simple visual features such as oriented lines and gratings (Fahle, 2004) and complex objects (Fine & Jacobs, 2002) . But what are the neural signatures of learning across stages of visual analysis in the primate brain?
Recent neurophysiological and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) investigations have focused on elucidating the loci of brain plasticity and changes in neuronal responses that underlie visual learning (for reviews, Gilbert et al., 2001; Kourtzi & DiCarlo, 2006) . Further, human evoked potential studies suggest that learning of visual features and objects occurs within the first 200 ms after stimulus onset and correlates with behavioral improvement after training (Ding, Song, Fan, Qu, & Chen, 2003; Fahle & Skrandies, 1994; Rossion, Collins, Goffaux, & Curran, 2007; Shoji & Skrandies, 2006; Skrandies, Jedynak, & Fahle, 2001; Song et al., 2007) .
Perceptual learning of basic visual features (e.g. orientation) has been suggested to result in experience-dependent changes at early stages of visual analysis, as this learning is somewhat confined to the trained retinal location (Crist, Li, & Gilbert, 2001; Fahle, 2004; Schoups, Vogels, & Orban, 1995) . That is, changes in the receptive field tuning properties of neurons in the primary visual cortex (V1) might account for the specificity of learning effects for the stimulus position in the visual field and the trained stimulus attribute. Recent imaging studies (Furmanski, Schluppeck, & Engel, 2004; Schiltz et al., 1999; Schwartz, Maquet, & Frith, 2002) collinear contours in which elements are aligned along the contour path, orthogonal contours in which elements are oriented at 90°to the contour path, and acute contours in which elements are oriented at 30°to the contour path. For demonstration purposes the same stimuli are shown with the contrast of the background elements reduced. Stimuli contained five parallel global contours, but their orientation was randomized between 15°a nd 165°in steps of 30°. (B) Psychometric curves for contour detection performance (percent correct) plotted as a function of local orientation jitter. Average performance across observers is shown before (pre-test left panel) and after training (post-test right panel) on orthogonal contours with feedback. Before training observers were more sensitive to collinear than orthogonal or acute alignments. Only after training was the observers' sensitivity to the regularities present in orthogonal stimuli enhanced and their performance in detecting contours was similar for orthogonal and collinear stimuli. In contrast, learning did not transfer to acute or collinear contours on which the observers were not trained, that is, performance for these contours remained close to pre-training levels.
entation-tuning after training (Schoups et al., 2001 ), but no evidence for changes in the size of the cortical representation or the receptive field properties of neurons in V1 (Crist, Li, & Gilbert, 2001; Ghose et al., 2002) . Training-dependent changes on orientation-tuning are shown to be more pronounced in V4 (Raiguel, Vogels, Mysore, & Orban, 2006; Yang & Maunsell, 2004) , while effects in V1 are shown to be task-dependent and may engage top-down facilitation mechanisms Li, Piech, & Gilbert, 2004; Li, Piech, & Gilbert, 2008; Sigman et al., 2005) . For example, a recent study (Li et al., 2008) showed enhanced delayed V1 responses after training for collinear contours in accordance with the perceptual salience of these contours (Li et al., 2008) . These learning-dependent modulations were absent under anesthesia and were reduced by tasks diverting attention away from the stimulus. These findings are consistent with attention-gated top-down mechanisms that may modulate responses in V1 in a task-dependent manner by retuning read out signals rather than changing the neural encoding (Law & Gold, 2008) .
In contrast, studies investigating the neural basis of object learning have focused on higher stages of visual (inferior temporal cortex) and cognitive processing (prefrontal cortex). Numerous neurophysiological (Baker, Behrmann, & Olson, 2002; Freedman, Riesenhuber, Poggio, & Miller, 2003; Logothetis, Pauls, & Poggio, 1995; Op de Beeck, Wagemans, & Vogels, 2003; Rolls, 1995; Rolls, Aggelopoulos, & Zheng, 2003; Sakai & Miyashita, 1991; Sheinberg & Logothetis, 2001; and imaging (Chao, Weisberg, & Martin, 2002; Dolan et al., 1997; Gauthier, Tarr, Anderson, Skudlarski, & Gore, 1999; Grill-Spector, Kushnir, Hendler, & Malach, 2000) studies provide evidence that the representations of shape features in temporal and frontal areas are modulated by learning. Recent fMRI studies (Kourtzi, Betts, Sarkheil, & Welchman, 2005; Sigman et al., 2005) provide evidence for recurrent mechanisms of visual learning that tune processing in early visual areas via feedback connections from higher cortical circuits (Roelfsema, 2006; Roelfsema & van Ooyen, 2005) . These findings are consistent with the proposal that learning begins at higher visual areas for easy tasks and proceeds to early retinotopic areas that have higher resolution for finer and more difficult discriminations (Ahissar & Hochstein, 2004) . In particular, neuroimaging studies suggest that learning may enhance the functional interactions between occipitotemporal areas that encode physical stimulus experiences and parieto-frontal circuits that represent our perceptual interpretations (Buchel, Coull, & Friston, 1999; Dolan et al., 1997; McIntosh, Rajah, & Lobaugh, 1999) . For example, Sigman et al. (2005) suggest that shape representation may shift from higher to early visual areas to support rapid and automatic search of visual targets in cluttered scenes independent of attentional control. Thus, these fMRI studies suggest that learning shapes object representations not only by enhancing the processing of feature detectors with increasing complexity along the stages of visual analysis in a bottom-up manner but also in a top-down manner taking into account the relevant task dimensions and demands.
Further, recent fMRI studies (Kourtzi et al., 2005) provide evidence that these recurrent plasticity mechanisms are adaptable to natural image regularities which determine the salience of targets in cluttered scenes (Fig. 2) . In particular, these studies suggest that opportunistic learning (Brady & Kersten, 2003) of salient targets in natural scenes is mediated by sparser feature coding at higher stages of visual analysis, whereas learning of camouflaged targets is implemented by bootstrapped mechanisms (Brady & Kersten, 2003 ) that enhance the segmentation and recognition of ambiguous targets in both early and higher visual areas. Specifically, observers were instructed to discriminate between two shapes consisting of contours defined by aligned Gabor elements and embedded in a field of randomly oriented and positioned Gabors. Before training, no significant differences were observed in the performance and fMRI responses for a set of shapes on which the observers were to be trained and a set of shapes that were to remain untrained. In contrast, after training, when the shapes appeared camouflaged in a background of randomly oriented and positioned Gabors (low-salience shapes), fMRI responses were higher for trained than untrained shapes, suggesting enhanced representations of the trained shapes. However, when shapes poppedout from a background of uniformly oriented Gabors (high-salience shapes) decreased fMRI responses were observed for trained shapes, suggesting sparser coding after training. Interestingly, this learning-dependent plasticity was distributed across early and higher visual areas for low-salience shapes, but restricted to higher occipitotemporal areas for high-salience shapes. These findings are consistent with the notion that training with low salience targets in cluttered scenes may increase neuronal sensitivity to the target features and suppress the background noise. Specifically, the learning of low salience target shapes resulted in stronger responses to trained than untrained shapes in both early and higher visual areas. This increased neuronal sensitivity during perceptual learning (Kobatake, Wang, & Tanaka, 1998; Logothetis et al., 1995; Sakai & Miyashita, 1991; Vaina, Belliveau, des Roziers, & Zeffiro, 1998) has been suggested to involve increased recruitment of neurons with enhanced responses to similar features of the trained stimuli. As a result, the signal-to-noise ratio in the neural responses is increased for trained compared to untrained shapes. This process may enhance the salience of the target features, facilitating their segmentation from the background and enhancing the global integration that is important for the detection and recognition of visual targets in noise. In contrast, when targets appear in uniform backgrounds they are easily segmented and can be searched more efficiently (Treisman, Vieira, & Hayes, 1992; Wolfe, Cave, & Franzel, 1989) . The lower fMRI responses observed for trained than untrained high-salience shapes are consistent with the idea that training with these pop-out targets engages smaller neural ensembles that increase their selectivity for features unique to the stimulus but most relevant for its discrimination in the context of a task. This mechanism results in sparser but more efficient representations of the trained stimuli or features that are important for prompt and successful object categorization and recognition.
Interestingly, a range of fMRI studies using learning or repetition suppression paradigms (i.e. when a stimulus is presented repeatedly) show similar effects for long-term training, rapid learning and priming that depend on the nature of the stimulus representation. In particular, enhanced responses have been observed when learning engages processes necessary for the formation of new representations, as in the case of unfamiliar (Gauthier et al., 1999; Henson, Shallice, & Dolan, 2000; Schacter et al., 1995) , degraded (Dolan et al., 1997; George et al., 1999; Tovee, Rolls, & Ramachandran, 1996) masked unrecognizable (Grill-Spector et al., 2000; James, Humphrey, Gati, Menon, & Goodale, 2000) or noise-embedded (Rainer, Lee, & Logothetis, 2004; Schwartz et al., 2002; Vaina et al., 1998) targets. In contrast, when the stimulus perception is unambiguous (e.g. familiar, undegraded, recognizable targets presented in isolation), training results in more efficient processing of the stimulus features indicated by attenuated neural responses (Chao et al., 2002; Henson et al., 2000; James et al., 2000; Jiang, Haxby, Martin, Ungerleider, & Parasuraman, 2000; Koutstaal et al., 2001; Schiltz et al., 1999; van Turennout, Ellmore, & Martin, 2000) .
However, when interpreting these imaging findings it is important to note that experience-dependent fMRI activations could be the result of changes in the number, the gain or the tuning of neurons recruited for processing of a stimulus in the context of a task. As imaging studies measure activation at the large scale of neural populations rather than the single neuron, it is difficult to discern these different neural plasticity mechanisms. Recent neurophysiological studies (Rainer & Miller, 2000; Rainer et al., 2004 ) shed light to cortical reorganization mechanisms at the level of the single neuron when monkeys learn to discriminate images of natural scenes presented in noise. These studies suggest that learning enhances the selective processing of critical features in early occipitotemporal areas, while efficient processing independent of background noise in the prefrontal cortex. These findings suggest that learning in different cortical areas bolsters functions that are important for different tasks ranging from the bottom-up detection of target features across visual occipitotemporal areas to the topdown selection of familiar objects in the prefrontal cortex.
In sum, the current experimental evidence suggests that brain plasticity underlying visual learning is distributed across cortical circuits rather than confined to a single locus. These findings are consistent with computational approaches proposing that associations between features that mediate the recognition of familiar objects may occur across stages of visual analysis from Relationship between psychophysical and fMRI learning effects: fMRI data and the corresponding psychophysical response for low-salience and high-salience shapes. For each individual subject, we plotted a behavioral learning index (percent correct for trained minus percent correct for untrained stimuli) and an fMRI learning index (percent signal change for trained minus percent signal change for untrained stimuli) after training. Positive values indicate stronger responses for trained than untrained shapes, whereas negative values indicate lower responses for trained than untrained shapes. For low-salience shapes the regression analysis showed that responses across early (e.g. V1) and higher (LO, pFs) visual areas was higher for trained than untrained shapes. In contrast, for high-salience shapes the regression was significant only in the LOC subregions (LO, pFs) but not in the early visual areas (e.g. V1). Interestingly, decreased fMRI responses were observed in the LOC for trained than untrained high-salience shapes.
orientation detectors in the primary visual cortex to occipitotemporal neurons tuned to object parts and views (Poggio, 1990; Riesenhuber & Poggio, 1999; Wallis & Rolls, 1997) . Such changes in the connectivity of visual analysis circuits may be adaptive and efficient compared to changes in core feed forward visual processing (e.g. receptive fields) that may have catastrophic consequences for the visual processing of the trained stimuli in another context or task. Multivariate pattern analysis of fMRI data: Prediction accuracy (i.e. probability with which we correctly predict the presented and perceived stimuli from brain activation patterns) for the spatial similarity and complex classification schemes across categorization tasks (simple, complex task). Prediction accuracies for these MVPA rules are compared to accuracy for the shuffling rule (baseline prediction accuracy, dotted line). Interactions of prediction accuracy across tasks in DLPFC and LO indicate that the categories perceived by the observers are reliably decoded from fMRI responses in these areas. In contrast, the lack of interaction in V1 shows that the stimuli are represented based on their physical similarity rather than the rule used by the observers for categorization. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Learning to form visual categories
Our ability to group diverse sensory events and assign novel input into meaningful categories is a cognitive skill critical for adaptive behavior and survival in a dynamic, complex world (Miller & Cohen, 2001 ). Extensive behavioral work on visual categorization (Goldstone, Lippa, & Shiffrin, 2001; Nosofsky, 1986; Schyns et al., 1998) suggests that the brain solves this challenging task by representing the relevance of visual features for categorical decisions rather than similarity in the sensory input (i.e. retinal image properties). Recent neuropsychological and imaging studies have identified distinct networks of cortical and subcortical areas in the human brain that are involved in visual categorization (for reviews, Ashby & Maddox, 2005; Keri, 2003) . These studies have implicated different brain regions in category learning depending on the structure of visual categories. In particular, areas in the prefrontal cortex and basal ganglia have been implicated in rule-based tasks in which the category structure is determined by a single stimulus dimension. This is consistent with physiology and imaging studies showing that the prefrontal cortex guides visual attention to select behaviorally relevant information (Desimone, 1998; Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Maunsell & Treue, 2006; Reynolds & Chelazzi, 2004) and represents the task-relevant features (for reviews, Duncan, 2001; Miller, 2000; Miller & D'Esposito, 2005) . In contrast, the basal ganglia have been primarily implicated in information-integration tasks that require combining information from different stimulus dimensions for making a categorical decision. Further, the medial temporal cortex has been implicated in category learning tasks that rely on memorization. Finally, prototype-distortion tasks during which participants compare category exemplars to prototypical visual stimuli have been shown to engage occipitotemporal regions. Interestingly, the role of temporal cortex in categorical decisions remains controversial. Some neurophysiological studies propose that the temporal cortex represents primarily the visual similarity between stimuli (Freedman et al., 2003; Op de Beeck, Wagemans, & Vogels, 2001; Thomas, Van Hulle, & Vogels, 2001) , while others show that it represents learned stimulus features and categories (Freedman, Riesenhuber, Poggio, & Miller, 2006; Freedman et al., 2003; Meyers, Freedman, Kreiman, Miller, & Poggio, 2008) , diagnostic dimensions for categorization (Mirabella et al., 2007; and is modulated by task demands (Koida & Komatsu, 2007) and experience (e.g. Baker et al., 2002; Booth & Rolls, 1998; Gauthier, Anderson, Tarr, Skudlarski, & Gore, 1997; Kobatake et al., 1998; Kourtzi et al., 2005; Logothetis et al., 1995; Miyashita & Chang, 1988; Op de Beeck, Baker, DiCarlo, & Kanwisher, 2006) .
It is important to note that using neuroimaging to isolate this flexible code for translating sensory information to perceptual categories in the human brain is limited as the typical fMRI resolution does not allow us to discern selectivity for features represented by overlapping neural populations. Using multivariate methods for the analysis of neuroimaging data (Cox & Savoy, 2003; Haynes & Rees, 2006; Norman, Polyn, Detre, & Haxby, 2006) has been proposed as a more sensitive approach than conventional analysis methods and has revealed a distributed pattern of activations for object categories in the temporal cortex (Hanson, Matsuka, & Haxby, 2004; Haxby et al., 2001; O'Toole, Jiang, Abdi & Haxby, 2005; Williams, Dang, & Kanwisher, 2007) . Using this approach (i.e. multi-voxel pattern analysis) Li, Ostwald, Giese, and Kourtzi (2007) showed that we can successfully determine human brain regions that carry information about the diagnostic stimulus features for the different categorization tasks (Goldstone et al., 2001; Nosofsky, 1986; Palmeri & Gauthier, 2004; Schyns et al., 1998; Sigala, Gabbiani, & Logothetis, 2002; Smith & Ratcliff, 2004) . That is, multivariate methods allow us to decode fMRI selectivity for visual features that is shaped by task context and feature-based attention (i.e. whether the observers attend and categorize the stimuli based on single or combined stimulus dimensions) rather than features fixed by low-level processes (i.e. similarity in the physical input). In particular, observers were presented with a space of dynamic displays comprising synthetic movements rendered with dots placed in a skeleton; the structure of these movements was unfamiliar but their trajectories followed biological constraints. This stimulus space was generated by linear morphing between prototypical movement configurations (spatial dimension) and temporal warping of their speed profile (temporal dimension). Observers were instructed to categorize these stimuli based on the spatial or temporal dimension. Further, observers were trained to learn an abstract rule for stimulus classification that entailed taking into account both dimensions. The results showed that fMRI signals in brain areas encoding behaviorally relevant information were decoded more reliably when brain responses for stimulus categories were classified based on the categorization rule used by the observers rather than a rule that did not match the perceived stimulus categories (Fig. 3 ). These findings demonstrate that adaptive coding is implemented in the human brain by shaping neural representations in a network of areas with dissociable roles in visual categorization. Specifically, temporal and parietal areas were shown to encode the perceived form and motion similarity respectively, consistent with previous studies showing categorical representations in these regions (Freedman & Assad, 2006; Freedman et al., 2003) . In contrast, frontal areas and the striatum were shown to represent task-relevant conjunctions of spatio-temporal features critical for complex categorization tasks. That is, neural representations in these areas are shaped by the behavioral relevance of sensory features and previous experience to reflect the perceptual (categorical) rather than the physical similarity between stimuli. Further, recent work (Li, Mayhew, & Kourtzi, 2009 ) comparing behavioral choices of human observers with those of a pattern classifier based on multi-voxel single-trial fMRI signals showed that category learning shapes decision-related processes in frontal and higher occipitotemporal regions rather than signal detection or response execution in primary visual or motor areas. In particular, in prefrontal circuits learning shapes the estimation of the decision criterion only in the context of the categorization task. In contrast, in higher occipitotemporal regions the representations of perceived categories are sustained after training independent of the task and may serve as selective readout signals for optimal decisions.
These findings are consistent with neurophysiological evidence for recurrent processes in visual categorization. It is possible that information about spatio-temporal stimulus properties in higher temporal and parietal cortex is combined with motor responses to form associations and representations of meaningful categories in the striatum and frontal cortex (Muhammad, Wallis, & Miller, 2006; Toni, Rushworth, & Passingham, 2001) . In turn, these category formation and decision processes modulate selectivity for perceptual categories along the behaviorally relevant stimulus dimensions in a top-down manner (Freedman et al., 2003; Mirabella et al., 2007; Rotshtein, Henson, Treves, Driver, & Dolan, 2005; Smith, Gosselin, & Schyns, 2004) resulting in enhanced selectivity for form similarity in higher visual areas, whereas temporal similarity in parietal areas.
Conclusions
Learning plays a fundamental role in the functional optimization of the adult visual system. In particular, the adult human brain appears to capitalize on natural image correlations that determine the target distinctiveness in a scene and learns to detect, categorize and identify novel objects in a flexible manner. This adaptive behavior is implemented by experience-dependent plasticity mechanisms that reorganize processing across multiple cortical areas. That is, there does not appear to be an exclusive locus of plasticity in the visual system that underlies learning. On the contrary, learning is implemented through recurrent mechanisms that support adaptive processing of visual features depending on the task context and demands. Such processing allows the brain to combine inherently noisy and ambiguous sensory input with previous knowledge that is critical for optimal decisions and actions. An important aim for future work is to understand how learning through everyday experiences relates to long-term optimization of the visual system through evolution and development. Investigating the commonalities and/or differences between long-term optimization and shorter-term learning processes is critical for understanding the key principles that underlie adaptive behavior and designing biologically plausible artificial systems.
